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Introduction

Access control is one of the main security mechanisms in software applications. Because of this it is important that any issue regarding access control is detected early in the development cycle. In a Model Driven Development [10] approach, this implies detecting the issues in the early modeling stages. A way of specifying access control rules is with Organization Based Access Control (OrBAC) [8] policies, that are implemented over a Statechart expressing the behavior of a system. The implementation of the OrBAC policies is achieved by reinforcing Statechart transitions with access control conditions. The goal of our work is to verify that a set of OrBAC policies has been well enforced in the system’s Statechart.

In order to achieve this goal we transform Statecharts into Algebraic Petri Nets (APNs) and the original OrBAC policies into APN properties. We can then use a model checker to verify if the policies are well implemented in the Statechart, by using the translated artifacts. The model checking results at the APN level are then remapped onto the statechart so that faulty statechart transitions regarding OrBAC policies can be identified and corrected.

Verification Process

- From the Statechart system we produce a set of Algebraic Data Types (ADT) type to algebraically define generic actions for those systems.
- The Statechart is flattened by placing all Nested States at the same hierarchical level. To achieve this, all transitions that previously pointed to a nested state are redirected to its inner Start State. The Start State is renamed by appending the name of the nested state that contains it. The Transitions that originated from a Nested State are replicated to all States previously belonging to that Nested State.
- We combine the generated APNs with the flattened Statechart to produce an Algebraic Petri Net where we have: (1) a place for each State, typed by an ADT for logging purposes; (2) a place for each Event with an ADT when the event occurs; and (3) for each Statechart transition an APN transition, where the input arc connects to the corresponding State and Event Places and the output arc connects back to the Event Place and the target State Place. We use the following naming convention: Places are named after their respective States or Events in the Statechart; Transitions are named after their corresponding transition in the Statechart. This naming convention allows us to keep a mapping of elements from the Statechart into elements of the APN.
- The Start Place is initialized with an Indicator token. The Indicator type dynamically collects all the information of the last transition triggered. This allows us to retrieve from a model checker counterexample the event that caused the access control violation and link it back to the corresponding transition in the original Statechart.
- The OrBAC policies are transformed into temporal formulas to allow the verification of the APN generated from the statechart.
- The generated properties are verified on the APN generated from the statechart. In case of failure a counter example is produced allowing us to observe the statechart access control issue that triggered the failure.

Supporting Tool

Having the main steps of the approach fully automated or algorithmically described, we are now focusing on the development of a push button tool that automates the inner workings of the verification mechanism from the modelers and presents the verification results in a seamless manner.

In this tool the user will be able to model the Statechart in the implemented editor, check the results of the verification on the Statechart, and view the information of the counterexample in a well structured manner.

Conclusion

We have shown that we can verify access control policies in Statecharts, by transforming them to APNs and retrieving the verification information back to the Statechart abstraction. This is done in a automated and transparent way. The goal of this work is to improve the state of the art of the tools for modeling system behavior including access control concerns.
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